
CLARIFICATION/RESPONSE  TO SOIRBHEAS  MINUTES  OF 27
TH

 NOVEMBER 2014 

RECEIVED  FROM FORCE 9 18
th
 May 2015 

Detailed below are the  updates and clarification received from Force 9 in an e-mail dated 18
th
 May 

after the Exhibition held at Balnain Hall in Spring 2015 at which their  modifications and changes to 

the proposed wind farm were announced: 

 Turbines were not ever proposed as being as big as 175m to blade tip : the initial scoping proposal 

was for 17 turbines each 126.5m to blade tip. Following the first exhibitions held in November, and 

feedback received, we decided to reduce the project size to 13 turbines and also to refine turbine 

positions in order to improve sightlines from key viewpoints.     Six of the 13 turbines will now be 

136.5m to blade tip, on account of that repositioning process. However it is important to keep in mind 

that what matters in terms of project visibility is not the turbine height in isolation but that height set 

in the landscape topography and context.  

  The turbines will not necessarily be 2.5MW rated capacity : that capacity was discussed as a median 

figure for large, commercial turbines. The turbines will be between 2MW and 3.4MW capacity but 

the final turbine selection will depend upon a number of factors including the consented maximum 

dimensions, the wind profile and commercial factors.  

We shall fell only that part of the existing forest that is necessary in order to maximise the wind yield; 

There will be no felling of the ancient forest, other than to facilitate access where required.  We shall 

not be felling the eastern side of the forest at all; nor a significant portion of the forest at the southern 

end (and well beyond the ancient woodland, will remain also. We are expecting to receive plans 

showing the intended forestry removal in the next few days and I shall let you see these then. It is 

important to be aware that we shall be replanting the existing coniferous forest with a much more 

diverse mix of species (including native broadleaves) that creates significantly enhanced 

biodiversity  and amenity; and hence is favoured by the Forestry Commission. 

There is no 2km (separation distance) rule or guideline in planning law or practice. Each development 

is treated on its own merits. Certain factors are key, particularly compliance with noise limits, but 

much depends upon the topography and other factors such as intervening forest cover. In this case the 

nearest houses will be over 1.4km from the nearest turbines but in fact the houses which are closest to 

the turbines will have no visibility of turbines due to the topography and the careful redesign 

undertaken. We will be well within all applicable noise limits but, taking a cautionary approach, we 

have chosen to undertake background noise monitoring at the closest houses. 

The redesign to 13 turbines has significantly reduced visibility.  The turbines will barely be visible 

from the A831 from Cannich to Drumnadrochit (only a couple of blade tips from two locations, see 

our March exhibition boards (attached again for ease of reference) for some key views of the 

windfarm and how the design has changed).  The turbines will not be seen from Drumnadrochit when 

taking account of screening.  The redesign has set the turbines back from Shenval (the closest 

residential properties with a view of the turbines) and created a less confusing image with less blade 

clash and better turbine spacing in view (again please see the exhibition boards). 

Force 9 Energy has a Joint Development Agreement with EDF Energy Renewables. Force 9 Energy is 

a developer in its own right, ie it is not EDF’s consultant.  However, under the Joint Development 

Agreement, Force 9 Energy is responsible for securing land rights and obtaining planning permission 

for the project (as well as a variety of other pre construction activities.)   Force 9 Energy is always up 

front about its relationship with EDF, ensuring that communities are kept informed about what will 



happen if the project is consented; and indeed have the opportunity to meet with key EDF staff also at 

the pre-construction stage. For instance we recently held a ‘Meet the Buyer’ event in Drumnadrochit 

for local businesses to register their interest in working on the project. Nick Mackay was accompanied 

at that event by Don Mackay, Director of Construction and Engineering for EDF Energy Renewables. 

 

 


